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Abstract. We show that compiler optimisations based on strictness
analysis can be expressed formally in the functional framework using
continuations. This formal presentation has two bene ts: it allows us
to give a rigorous correctness proof of the optimised compiler; and it
exposes the various optimisations made possible by a strictness analysis.

1 Introduction
Realistic compilers for imperative or functional languages include a number of
optimisations based on non-trivial global analyses. Proving the correctness of
such optimising compilers can be done in three steps:
1. proving the correctness of the original (unoptimised) compiler;
2. proving the correctness of the analysis; and
3. proving the correctness of the modi cations of the simple-minded compiler
to exploit the results of the analysis.
A substantial amount of work has been devoted to steps (1) and (2) but
there have been surprisingly few attempts at tackling step (3). In this paper we
show how to carry out this third step in the context of optimising compilers for
functional languages which use the results of `strictness' analysis.
There are two ways we might want to use strictness information in compiling
lazy functional languages:
I changing the evaluation order to evaluate an argument expression instead of
passing it as an unevaluated closure; and
I compiling functions which know their arguments have been evaluated, so that
the argument can be passed explicitly, rather than as a closure containing a
value in the heap (i.e. `unboxed' rather than `boxed').
?
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Translating programs into continuation-passing style (cps) allows us to express both uses of strictness information because:
I a cps-translation captures the evaluation order of expressions; and
I a closure is essentially a value waiting for a continuation which uses it.
The main results of this paper are three cps-conversions, which use strictness
information to generate better code, and are proven to preserve the semantics of
programs. Any of these can then replace the cps-translation phase in the compiler
described in [FM91], so that we can demonstrate an optimising compiler which
has been proved correct.
We start by showing how simple strictness information can be used to change
evaluation order (Section 2.1). This is then extended in two orthogonal ways:
rstly we give a cps-conversion where functions can be compiled knowing that
some of their arguments have been evaluated (Section 2.2); and secondly we
express how the evaluation order can be changed in more complicated ways for
structured data types such as lists (Section 3).
A consequence of the second cps-translation, described in Section 2.2, is that
the type of a translated function makes explicit whether or not an (evaluated) argument is being passed in a closure in the heap (i.e. whether or not it is `boxed');
important information for a compiler-writer. This appears to be a natural alternative to that given in [JL91] for expressing the boxed/unboxed distinction.
In the translation rules, we state what properties must hold in order to use
particular rules. Safe approximations to these properties can be determined using
established program analyses.
A survey of related work can be found in Section 4, and Section 5 reviews
the bene ts of this approach and identi es areas of further research.
We would like to stress that translating programs into continuation-passing
style as an early stage in a compiler is of more than theoretical interest. Steele
was the rst to show that it was bene cial to do this for Scheme programs in his
seminal work on the Rabbit compiler [Ste78]. Some of the most ecient implementations of Scheme [KKR+ 86, Kra88] and ML [App92] use cps-translation.
This experience suggests that it might be worthwhile using cps-translation in
compilers for lazy functional languages. The alternative cps-translations we have
given in this paper could be used in such a compiler to produce better code. For
example, they can be used in the context of [FM91] to produce a correct optimising compiler.
Space precludes us from presenting any proofs. These can be found in the
full version of the paper, available as a technical report from the institution of
each author.

2 Using Simple Strictness Information
Figures 1 and 2 describe the syntax of our functional language and its semantics. Note that we use lifted function domains. This is consistent with most
implementations of lazy functional languages which evaluate expressions as far
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Figure 2. The Semantics of T

U [ int]]
= int
| unboxed values
U [ bool]] = bool
U [  ! ]] = C [ ]] ! B [ ]] ! Ans
U [ (list )]] = (B [ ]]  B [ (list )]]) + nil
C [ ]]
= U [ ]] ! Ans
| continuations
B [ ]]
= C [ ]] ! Ans
| boxed values

Translation of Types

N [ x]]
=x
N [ 0]]
= c:c 0 (and similarly for all integers and booleans)
N [ plus]
= c:c (c1 :x:c1 (c2 :y:x (m:y (n:plusc c2 m n))))
N [ if E1 E2 E3] = c:N [ E1] (ifc (N [ E2] c) (N [ E3] c))
N [ nil]
= c:c nil
N [ cons]
= c:c (c1 :x:c1 (c2 :y:consc c2 x y))
N [ head]
= c:c (c1 :x:x (v:head v c1 ))
N [ E1 E2 ]
= c:N [ E1] (f:f c (N [ E2] ))
N [ x:E]]
= c:c (c:x:N [ E]] c)
N [ x (x:E)]] = xB[[]] (x:N [ E]])
Translation of Terms

plusc c m n = c (plus m n)
ifc E E
= v:if v E E
consc c E E = c (cons E E )
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Figure 3. The Call-by-Name Cps-conversion
as Weak Head Normal Form (WHNF) (no evaluation inside lambda abstractions) [Gun92, Chapter 4]. The functions lift and drop are used to map values
from a domain to its lifted counterpart (and vice versa).
Our starting point is an adaptation of the compiler described in [FM91].
The key feature of this compiler is the fact that it is described entirely within
the functional framework as a succession of transformations. This makes its
correctness proof easier to establish.
We need only consider the rst step of the compiler here, which is the callby-name cps-transformation, given in Figure 3. The transformation captures the
call-by-name computation rule because the translation of an application indicates that the argument is passed unevaluated to the function. The important
point about N [ E]] is that it has at most one redex outside the scope of a lambda,
which means that call-by-value and call-by-name coincide for the translated term
[Plo75]. Furthermore, this redex is always at the head of the expression [FM91],
and the expression can be reduced without dynamic search for the next redex,

just like machine code.
The rule for application di ers slightly from the usual presentation of the
cps-translation [Rey74, Plo75]: the continuation is passed as the rst argument
to a function rather than as the second argument (as was done in [Fis72]). This
change is motivated by the subsequent steps of the compiler. We stress that the
work of this paper is independent of this change of argument order, but has been
presented in this way so that our results can be fed into those of [FM91] and so
have an optimised compiler whose correctness has been proved.
We have left the types o the translated terms for clarity. Ans is the type
of answers. The result of translating an expression of type  is an expression of
type B [ ]] = C [ ]] ! Ans. This can be stated formally by Theorem 2.
De nition1. If  is a type environment, then its transformation N [ ]] is dened by the rule:
`x:
N [ ]] ` x : B [ ]]

Theorem2.



`E:
N [ ]] ` N [ E]] : B [ ]]



Expressions of type C [ ]] = U [ ]] ! Ans are continuations: they take the result
of evaluating an expression of type U [ ]] into an answer. Meyer and Wand rst
showed that the type of the cps-translation of an expression could be derived
from the type of the original expression [MW85].
Let us take a small example to illustrate this transformation and expose the
potential sources of ineciency:
F = x:x + 1
E = F (plus 2 7):
Applying the translation rules from Figure 3 yields, after reducing \administrative redexes" introduced by the translation process (the interested reader can
nd in [DF91] and [SF92] techniques for the systematic elimination of administrative redexes):
N [ F]] = c:c F1
F1 = c:x:x (m:plusc c m 1)
N [ E]] = c:F1 c (c:(plusc c 2 7)):
The application of N [ E]] to some continuation k gives rise to the following
reductions:
(c:F1 c (c:(plusc c 2 7))) k
!! F1 k (c:(plusc c 2 7))
!! (c:(plusc c 2 7)) (m:plusc k m 1)
!! plusc (m:plusc k m 1) 2 7
!! (m:plusc k m 1) 9
!! plusc k 9 1
!! k 10

We note that F1 is passed the unevaluated argument (c:plusc c 2 7) which is
immediately evaluated in the body of F1 (fourth reduction). This cost of passing
an unevaluated argument may be signi cant in terms of computation time and
in terms of memory consumption (it may even change the order of magnitude of
memory complexity of the program). A more ecient computation rule would
be to evaluate the argument of the function before the call, provided this does
not change the semantics of the program. This is the case if the divergence of the
argument implies the divergence of the function application, or in other words,
the function is strict. Strictness analysis can detect a subset of the cases when
this condition is satis ed.
Evaluating the argument before the function call can be expressed in the
following way for our example. S [ E]] = c:plusc (v:F1 c (c:c v)) 2 7 and the
application of this to k can be reduced as follows:
(c:plusc (v:F1 c (c:c v)) 2 7) k
!! plusc (v:F1 k (c:c v)) 2 7
!! (v:F1 k (c:c v)) 9
!! F1 k (c:c 9)
!! (c:c 9) (m:plusc k m 1)
!! (m:plusc k m 1) 9
!! plusc k 9 1
!! k 10
This version is more ecient in terms of space consumption because the closure
which is passed as an argument to F1 now represents an evaluated argument.
There is still room for improvement however because we have not exploited the
fact that F1 will be passed an evaluated closure in the compilation of F. Using
this property we can now compile F and E in the following way:
S 0 [ F]] = c:c F2
F2 = c:x:plusc c x 1
S 0 [ E]] = c:plusc (F2 c) 2 7:
The reduction of this expression avoids the unnecessary creation of a closure and
its evaluation in the body of F2:
(c:plusc (F2 c) 2 7) k
!! plusc (F2 k) 2 7
!! F2 k 9
!! plusc k 9 1
!! k 10
In fact, S 0 [ E]] is what is produced by the compilation rules for call-by-value
[FM91].
It is also important to note that the types of the transformed terms give us
signi cant information. The type of F1 is
C [ int]] ! B [ int]] ! Ans

S [ x]]
=x
S [ k ]
= N [ k ]
S [ if E1 E2 E3] = c:S [ E1] (ifc (S [ E2] c) (S [ E3] c))
S [ E1 E2]
= c:S [ E2] (v:S [ E1] (f:f c (c:c v)))
if 8S : drop (S [ E1] ) ? = ?
= c:S [ E1] (f:f c (S [ E2] ))
otherwise

S [ x:E]]
= c:c (c:x:S [ E]] c)
S [ x (x:E)]] = xB[[]] (x:S [ E]])
Translation of Terms

Figure 4. The Cps-conversion Using Simple Strictness Information
(= U [ int ! int]]), whilst the type of F2 is
C [ int]] ! U [ int]] ! Ans:

In implementation terms, a value of type B [ ]] must be represented in the heap
and accessed indirectly through the stack, whereas a term of type U [ ]] can be
represented directly on the stack if  is a basic type. This distinction has been
called boxed versus unboxed representation in [JL91]. In our framework B [ ]]
denotes a boxed implementation of  and U [ ]] is an unboxed representation of
, so that the `boxedness' of a value can be determined from its type.
These optimisations are presented more formally in the next two subsections.

2.1 Changing the Evaluation Order
An improved cps-translation using simple strictness information is presented in
Figure 4. We make the following observations about the rules:

I N [ E]] and S [ E]] have the same type, and a similar theorem to Theorem 2
can easily be proved.

I The key rule is the translation of application. There are two cases to consider:
 when the functional expression is strict (the rst rule), then the argument
can be evaluated before the functional expression. In cps-conversion, this
is expressed by putting the translation of the argument expression at the
front of the converted expression. The continuation in this case picks up
the value, wraps it into a closure (c:c v) (i.e. boxes the value), and then
proceeds to evaluate the functional expression as before. Although the
test given in the rule is not e ective, many analyses have been developed
which can nd a subset of the cases when it holds (see [Ben92, BHA86,
Jen92a, KM89, Myc81, Nie88] for example).

 when the functional expression is not strict (second rule), the transla-

tion has the same structure as the call-by-name cps conversion, but uses
the S conversion scheme so that strictness information can be used in
translating subexpressions.
The correctness of this translation is expressed by the following theorem. We
do not prove it because it follows as a corollary of the more general translation
presented in Section 3.

Theorem 3. For all closed terms of ground type E: S [ S [ E]]]  = S [ N [ E]]] :

2.2 Unboxed Values
Looking at the two rules for application in Figure 4 we can see that E1 is compiled in the same way in both cases; it is expecting a closure as an argument.
This means that when the argument is evaluated before the call and returns the
value v, a closure c:c v has to be built to encapsulate this value.
The compilation rules in Figure 5 allow values to be passed unboxed. We can
see from the rst rule for application that the transformation S 0 encodes the
same evaluation order as S ; all that has changed is that some values are passed
unboxed. How this is done will now be explained.
The compilation rule S 0 takes two extra arguments. In compiling the body
of some lambda-term, we need to know which free variables will be unboxed,
and the set V contains the names of these variables. Whether or not an expression is to be passed unboxed is decided when translating an application, but at
that point we do not know which formal parameter the argument expression will
be bound to (consider translating (: : :(x1 : : : :xm :D) E1) : : : En). The set I
records the numbers of the arguments which are passed unboxed. We can understand the use of I and V as follows. In an application (E1 E2), if E2 is passed
unboxed, we record the fact by putting a 1 into the set I. Whichever rule for
application is chosen, the nth argument to (E1 E2) is the (n + 1)st argument
to E1. This means that all the indices currently in I have to be incremented. If
in translating (x:E) we nd that 1 is in I, then the value bound to x is being
passed unboxed, and so x is added to V so that the appropriate rule can be
chosen when translating variables. If it is not being passed unboxed, then x has
to be removed from V because of the scoping rules for a lambda-term. Since the
(n + 1)st parameter to x:E is the nth parameter to E, all the values in I have
to be decremented.
Notice that each function may be compiled in several di erent ways, depending on the calling context. Figure 5 gives the four di erent ways that an
application of plus can be compiled. There is clearly an engineering decision to
be made about how many versions of code should be produced for a function.
Some functions are compiled when their application context is not known
(for example, functions which are passed as arguments to another function, or

U0I [ int]] = int
U0I [ bool]] = bool
U0I [  ! ]] = C0(dec I ) [ ]] ! U [ ]] ! Ans if 1 2 I
= C0(dec I ) [ ]] ! B [ ]] ! Ans if 1 62 I
0
U I [ list ]] = U [ list ]]
C0I [ ]]
= U0I [ ]] ! Ans
0
B I [ ]]
= C0I [ ]] ! Ans

Translation of Types

S0 I V
S0 I V
S0 I V

S0 I V

inc I = fi + 1ji 2 I g
dec I = fi ? 1ji 2 I ^ i > 1g
convI : B [ ]] ! B0 I [ ]]
[ x]] = convI (c:c x) if x 2 V
= convI x
if x 62 V
[ 0] = N [ 0] (and similarly for other basic values)
[ plus] = c:c (c1 :x:c1 (c2 :y:plusc c2 x y))
if 1 2 I ^ 2 2 I
= c:c (c1 :x:c1 (c2 :y:x (m:plusc c2 m y)))
if 1 62 I ^ 2 2 I
= c:c (c1 :x:c1 (c2 :y:y (m:plusc c2 x m)))
if 1 2 I ^ 2 62 I
= c:c (c1 :x:c1 (c2 :y:x (m:y (n:plusc c2 m n))))
if 1 62 I ^ 2 62 I
[ if E1 E2 E3] = c:S 0 ; V [ E1] (ifc (S 0 I V [ E2] c) (S 0 I V [ E3] c))

S 0 I V [ cons] = N [ cons]
S 0 I V [ head] = c:c (c1 :x:(conv(dec I ) (head x)) c1)
if 1 2 I
= c:c (c1 :x:x(v:(conv(decS I ) (head v)) c1)) if 1 62 I
S 0 I V [ E1 E2 ] = c:S 0 ; V [ E2] (v:S 0 (1 (inc I)) V [ E1] (f:f c v))
if 8S : drop (S [ E1] ) ? = ?
= c:S 0 (inc I) V [ E1] (f:f c (S 0 ; V [ E2] ))
otherwise

S 0 I V [ x:E]] = c:c (c:x:S 0 (dec I) (V Sfxg) [ E]] c) if 1 2 I
= c:c (c:x:S 0 (dec I) (V n fxg) [ E]] c) if 1 62 I
0
S I V [ x (x:E)]]
= sel ( x ((x1; : : :; xn):(S 0 I1 V1 [ E 0] ; : : :; S 0 In Vn [ E 0] )))
Translation of Terms

Figure 5. The Cps-conversion Using Strictness and Evaluation Information

functions in a list), but they may be applied in a context where their argument
has been evaluated. When such a function is applied (either because it is the
closure bound to a variable, or because it is the result of applying head to a
list of functions), it has to be converted to take an unboxed argument. This is
accomplished by the function convI , whose de nition has been omitted for the
sake of brevity.
The rule given for the xed point operator is a bit complicated because the
variable being xpointed may appear in several di erent contexts in E. For any
program, there are only a nite number of these contexts, because both I and V
contain at most as many elements as the largest arity of a function in a program.
For 1  i  n, the variable xi stands for x in the context Ii and Vi , and E 0 is
obtained from E by replacing each occurrence of x by the appropriate xi. The
function sel selects the term from the n-tuple returned by the xed point which
corresponds to the context I and V .
The well-typing of translated terms is established by the following theorem.
De nition4. If  is a type environment, then its transformation S 0 V [ ]] is
de ned by the rule:
 ` x :  x 2 V  ` x :  x 62 V
S 0 V [ ]] ` x : U [ ]] S 0 V [ ]] ` x : B [ ]]

Theorem 5.



`E:
S 0 V [ ]] ` S 0 I V [ E]] : B0 I [ ]]

It is easy to see that S 0 ; [ ]] = N [ ]] and that B0; [ ]] = B [ ]].
The correctness of S 0 is formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 6. For all terms E,
S [ S 0 I V [ E]]]  = S [ convI (S [ E]])]]  (BoxV S);
where BoxV boxes basic values which are unboxed.





3 Using More Sophisticated Information
The previous section exposes the optimisations made possible when evaluation
order could be changed, but took no account of how much evaluation could be
done to an expression; expressions were only evaluated to WHNF. However, it
is clear that some functions require more evaluation of their arguments. For
example, the function reverse de ned by:
reverse x = rev x nil
where
rev = x (f:x:y:if (eq x nil) y (f (tl x) (cons (hd x) y)))

must traverse the whole of its argument list before it can return a result in
WHNF. Moreover, the amount of evaluation required of an argument in an
application depends on the amount of evaluation required of the application.
For example, if we tried to sum all the elements in the list (reverse E), then
not only does the structure of E have to be traversed, but all the elements of E
have to be evaluated as well.
We call the amount of evaluation required of an expression the evaluation context of the expression. A number of useful evaluation contexts such as
head-strictness or tail-strictness have been de ned in the literature and several
analyses have been proposed to derive context information automatically (see
[Bur91b, Jen92b, LM91, NN92, WH87, Wad87] for example). However the various ways of exploiting this context information within a compiler have never
been described formally and little work has been done on assessing their effectiveness. We show in this section how these optimisations can be described
formally in our framework. We stress the fact that our goal is to expose and
prove the possible optimisations but we do not take any position on which of
these optimisations should really be integrated within a compiler. This last issue depends on a number of lower level implementation decisions and is better
addressed by an experimental study.
An evaluation context can be speci ed by the set of terms whose evaluation
would fail to terminate in that context. For example, evaluating an expression
to WHNF will fail to terminate if and only if the expression has no WHNF;
and the context representing the evaluation of the structure of a list expression
will contain in nite lists and lists having a bottom tail at some point because a
program evaluating the structure of such lists would fail to terminate. In general
such an evaluation context should have two properties:
I if the evaluation of some term fails to terminate, then the evaluation of all
terms whose semantics is less de ned than that term should fail to terminate;
and
I if the evaluation of all expressions which approximate some term fails to
terminate, then it should fail to terminate for the term itself.
Scott-closed sets capture denotationally the two properties that we require
of an evaluation context [Bur91a].
De nition7. (Scott-closed set) A set S is Scott-closed of a domain D if
1. it is down-closed, that is, if 8d 2 D such that 9s 2 S such that d v s, then
d 2 S; and
F
2. if X  S and X is directed, then X 2 S.
We only consider non-empty Scott-closed sets in this paper.

The key idea behind following transformation rules de ned in Figure 6 is
the following fact, sometimes known as the Evaluation Transformer Theorem
[Bur91a, Theorem 7.5].

T i Q [ x]] = x
T i Q [ k ] = N [ k  ]
T i Q [ if E1 E2 E3]
= c:T 0 f?Sbool g [ E1] (ifc (T i Q [ E2] c) (T i Q [ E3] c))
T i Q [ E1 E2]
= c:T 0 P [ E2] (v:T (i + 1) Q [ E1] (f:f c (c:c v)))
if 8S ; 8v0 2 P; 8v1 ; : : :; vi : drop (: : :(drop (S [ E1] ) v0 ) : : :) vi 2 Q
= c:T (i + 1) Q [ E1] (f:f c (T 0 f?S g [ E2] ))
otherwise

T 0 Q [ x:E]] = c:c (c:x:T 0 f?S g [ E]] c)
T (i + 1) Q [ x:E]] = c:c (c:x:T i Q [ E]] c)
T i Q [ x (x:E)]]
= sel ( x ((x1 ; : : :; xn):(T i1 Q1 [ E 0] ; : : :; T in Qn [ E 0] )))

Figure 6. The Cps-conversion Using Scott-closed Set Information
Fact 8. Let S and T be Scott-closed sets. If it is safe to evaluate the application
(E1 E2 ) in the context T , and we know that for all s 2 S , S [ E1]  s 2 T , then
it is safe to evaluate E2 in the context S .

The key intuition about safety is that the evaluation of an expression fails to
terminate when being evaluated in the context Q if and only if the semantics of
the expression is in Q. It is important to note that the Evaluation Transformer
Theorem does not establish a unique context S for evaluating the argument
expression; it says that any context satisfying the condition is acceptable.
If E :  is the program to be compiled, its translation is T 0 f?S g [ E]].
The second argument to the translation function T is the evaluation context for
the expression, so this rule says that the evaluation of the program is to fail to
terminate if and only if its denotational semantics is bottom, which is what we
would expect.
The rst argument to the translation rule T is needed for the same reason
that caused us to introduce the sets I and V in the translation in Figure 5: i
counts the number of argument expressions passed over in order to reach E, and
so the evaluation context Q concerns E applied to i arguments, not E itself.
When the translation of some term is started, i has the value 0. Again the
rules for application and lambda-abstraction complement each other: the rst
increments the value of i, and the second decrements it.
The translation rules make no restrictions on the evaluation contexts which
can be used. However, an implementation will have to choose a nite, and probably small, number of evaluation contexts for compiling each function in a program, because each extra evaluation context for a function means another version
of the code has to be produced for that function. Furthermore, these contexts
should correspond to useful evaluation modes for the various data types used in

the program.
We can now give intuitions about some of the translation rules:
I The type of T i Q [ E]] is the same as the type of N [ E]].
I The translation rule for the conditional forces the evaluation of E1 to WHNF,
and then passes the evaluation context to whichever of E2 and E3 is chosen
for evaluation. Similar rules can be de ned for any selection function (e.g.
case) which rst evaluates a discriminating expression and then chooses to
evaluate a particular expression based on the value of the evaluated expression.
I There are two rules for translating an application. The rst one is used when
the argument expression can be evaluated, and the condition for applying it
is derived from the Evaluation Transformer Theorem (Fact 8). Note that
 the evaluation context P is any context, selected from the set of contexts
chosen for the implementation, which satis es the Evaluation Transformer Theorem;
 (S [ E1] ) is applied to (i + 1) arguments in the test to get a value in
Q since (E1 E2) had to be applied to i arguments, and so E1 has to be
applied to (i + 1);
 the translation of E2 is given 0 for its rst argument; and
 the test in the rule is clearly not e ective. However, many program analyses have been presented in the literature which can determine safe approximations to the information (see [Myc81, BHA86, WH87, Wad87,
Hun91, Jen92a, LM91] for example).
The second translation rule for application is used when there is to be no
change of evaluation order. Note that the expression E2 is compiled with
evaluation context f?S g because we do not know if any evaluation will be
done to the expression, but if it is, then the expression has to be evaluated
to at least WHNF, and we cannot guarantee that any more evaluation will
be allowed.
I There are two rules for translating a lambda-abstraction. The rst is used
when the lambda-abstraction is either the top-level term or some argument
expression. In this case Q must be f?S! g, because functions can only be
evaluated to WHNF, and the body of the lambda-abstraction is treated in
the same way as the argument expression is dealt with in the second rule
for application. The second is used when a lambda-abstraction has been
found after passing over a number of argument expressions. Note that the
evaluation context is passed into the translation of the body of the lambdaabstraction.
I The rule for xed points is again quite complicated, for similar reasons to
those discussed in Section 2.2. An occurrence of the xpoint variable may
be applied to varying numbers of arguments in E, and an application of the
xpoint variable may appear in a number of di erent evaluation contexts.
As an example of the second problem, consider the translation:

T 0 f?Sint g [ x (f:x:if E1 (ignore (f E2)) (f E3 ))]];

where ignore is a function which ignores its argument, so that applications of
f are in two di erent evaluation contexts: one which does no evaluation, and
one which evaluates an expression to WHNF. As with the rule in Section 2.2,
for 1  j  n, the variable xj stands for x in in the context where it is applied
to ij arguments and has evaluation context Qj , and E 0 is obtained from E by
replacing each occurrence of x by the appropriate xj . The function sel selects
the term from the n-tuple returned by the xed point which corresponds to
i and the evaluation context Q.
There is one more important point to note about the xed point rule: there
could be an in nite number of contexts for applications of the xpoint variable in a particular program. The rule we have given assumes that a nite
set of contexts has been chosen for a particular program, as discussed earlier
in this section.
Further intuition about how the rules for application and abstraction interact
can be obtained by pondering on the following example. Suppose that we are
calculating T 0 Q [ E]] where E = (x1 : : : :xn :D) E1 : : :En: Using the rule for
application n times, and then the rule for lambda-abstraction n times, then part
of the term from the translation of E will be T 0 Q [ D]]; which says that the
inner application is to be evaluated in the context given by Q. This corresponds
to passing the evaluation context to a tail-call.
The following theorem gives the correctness of our translation. It states that
translating a program (a closed term of ground type) with T gives essentially the
same result as translating it with N . Proving the theorem requires a complicated
induction hypothesis. This will appear in the full version of this paper, but it
takes a couple of pages to set up and explain, and then several pages to prove
it, so we have omitted it from this version.
Theorem 9. For all closed terms of ground type E : ,
S [ T 0 f?S g [ E]]]  = S [ N [ E]]] :



4 Related Work
As mentioned in the introduction a number of papers have been devoted to
step (1): proving the correctness of the original compiler [Sch80, Wan82, NN88,
Dyb85, Mor73, Mos80, TWW81, Les87, Les88, CCM87, FM91]; and step (2):
proving the correctness of the result of the analysis [CC79, CC92b, CC92a,
Bur91b, Nie89, WH87, LM91, Jen92a, Ben92].
Some of the work devoted to the proof of step (1) include a number of local
optimisations (such as peephole optimisations), but very few consider optimisations relying on a global analysis. The latter are more dicult to validate
because they involve context-dependent transformations. The only papers addressing this issue, to our knowledge, are [Nie85] and [Ger75]. The second paper

is concerned with partial correctness and relies on program annotations and
theorem-proving methods. The rst paper considers a simple imperative language and a collecting semantics associating with each program point the set
of states which are possible when control reaches that point. This method is
not directly applicable to strictness analysis because only a weak equivalence is
obtained in the case of a backwards analysis (whereas termination is the crucial
issue in the correctness proof of strictness-based optimisations). Also their methods deal with local transformations where strictness-based optimisations involve
global modi cations of the program.
The works that are closest in spirit to this paper are [Les88] and [DH92].
The rst states a correctness property of an optimisation based on strictness
analysis in the context of combinator graph reduction on a version of the Gmachine. The result however is limited to simple strictness (corresponding to
Section 2.1 of this paper), and it is expressed in terms of low-level machine steps.
The second also studies the exploitation of strictness information in the context
of a Continuation Passing Style compiler. The compilation is described as a
composition of two transformations: the rst stage introduces explicit suspension
constructs derived from the strictness annotations; and the second phase is the
traditional call-by-value CPS transformation. The main departure from our work
is the way strictness information is expressed in the programs. They assume a
type checker to guarantee the well-foundedness of the annotations. Also the
fact that the second phase is a call-by-value CPS transformation entails that
evaluated values are systematically passed unboxed. As in [Les88], only simple
strictness information is considered.
A less thoroughgoing attempt at this problem is also presented in [Bur91b],
which shows that the operational model underlying the transformation given in
Figure 6 is correct. It also shows how to use this information in compiling code
for an abstract machine, but the correctness of the code was not considered.

5 Conclusion
A great number of techniques and optimisation methods have been proposed in
the last decade for the implementation of functional languages. These techniques
are more and more sophisticated, leading to more and more ecient implementations of functional languages. However, it is dicult to give a formal account
of the various proposed optimisations and to state precisely how these many
techniques relate to each other. This paper can be seen as a rst step towards
a uni ed framework for the description of various implementation choices. In
the future we propose to make several extensions to this work, including: taking
more context into account in compiling a function application; making use of
another sort of evaluation information; and studying the extension of unboxing to non-basic types. We brie y explain each of these in the following three
paragraphs.
The rule for compiling applications loses the fact that E1 is applied to E2
when compiling the body of E1. This can be seen most clearly where the test

for changing the evaluation order is given, where the function is applied to i
arbitrary arguments, rather than any arguments it was already applied to (c.f.
the concept of `context-sensitive' evaluation transformers in [Bur91b, Section
5.3]).
Projection-based analyses can also give information of the form: \this argument cannot be evaluated yet, but if it is ever evaluated, then do so much
evaluation of it" [Bur90]. Again we should be able to modify the rule for application to accommodate this. Instead of using T 0 f?S g [ E2] in the case that
the argument expression cannot be evaluated, this can be changed to T 0 P [ E2]
where P is the Scott-closed set that represents how much evaluation can be done
to the expression if it is evaluated.
Finally, we have only considered unboxed values for basic types. There seems
to be no consensus in the implementation community about the most suitable
notion of `unboxedness' for structured data types such as lists. We believe that
the methodology of this paper can help expose and explore the various possible
options.
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